ABSTRACT As one of the most important components in rotating machinery, rolling bearings are fragile due to their harsh working environment. The empirical wavelet transform (EWT) method has been used to identify bearing faults by constructing an adaptive filter bank and decomposing the vibration signal into different modes. However, the EWT method separates different parts based on the local extremum of the Fourier spectrum. This segmentation strategy is highly susceptible to other components such as gears, and sometimes the fault characteristics of bearings cannot be detected. To overcome the above drawbacks, frequency phase space empirical wavelet transform (FPSEWT) method is proposed in this paper, which divides the spectrum into several parts and uses the Teager energy distribution as a reference for dividing the Fourier spectrum. Then, the differential search (DS) algorithm is applied to automatically identify the optimal right and left boundaries of the sensitive frequency band. The effectiveness of the proposed approach is verified by both simulated signals and experimental data. The fault feature ratio (FFR) values of sensitive components increased from 8.08% to 18.67%, which indicate that the proposed method can successfully extract fault symptoms of rolling element bearings in the presence of environmental disturbance.
I. INTRODUCTION
As one of the most important components in rotating machinery, rolling element bearings are fragile due to their harsh working environment-high rotating speed, alternating load and randomly changing conditions [1] - [3] . Condition monitoring and fault diagnosis of rolling element bearings are beneficial to avoiding major accidents and reducing the maintenance costs [4] .
The information of rolling element bearings should be collected first for subsequent analysis. Vibration detection, AE detection, and ferrography analysis can be applied to obtain the status of the bearing. Among all methods, vibration-based analysis is the most well-known and successfully applied technique for bearing condition monitoring. The vibration data are easy to obtain and the characteristics of The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Jing Liang.
vibration data have a strong correspondence with the running state of the bearing.
When there is a defect on the component of bearing, the impacts generated from the defect excite the resonant frequencies of the structure between the bearing and the response transducer [5] , [6] , and the vibration signals possess an impulse-like repetitive nature due to the recurrence of the fault symptoms when the mechanical components rotate [6] - [8] .
In the past years, envelop analysis has been considered as the benchmark technique for fault diagnosis of rolling element bearings, where the vibration signal is processed by a band-pass filter with a selected frequency band in which the fault symptoms are enhanced by structural resonances. The demodulation of the filtered signal generates the defect information which contains fault frequency of bearings [6] .
How to segment the spectrum and select an appropriate frequency band for demodulation has become a key issue with the development of envelope analysis.
Isometric segmentation and adaptive segmentation are two main methods emerging in literature.
The isometric segmentation method divides the spectrum into uniform parts with same length and searches for the most impulsive band based on some statistical indicators. One of the most representative isometric segmentation methods is the fast kurtogram method proposed in [9] ,which is a generalized computation algorithm of spectral kurtosis [10] .The main idea of fast kurtogram is to decompose vibration signals based on an arborescent multirate filter-bank structure and adopt kurtosis to select the most informative frequency bands. The complex envelopes of the signal in selected frequency bands are further analyzed to discover the fault features of rolling element bearings. The high effectiveness and low complexity of the fast kurtogram method have been verified on both simulation and actual industrial signals in the past years.
Following the principle of fast kurtogram, some variant methods have been proposed to improve the ability of fast kurtogram in extracting fault features of rolling element bearings.A new method named as Protrugram is proposed in [11] to select the optimal frequency band. The Protrugram method is based on the kurtosis of the envelope spectrum amplitudes of the demodulated signal, rather than on the kurtosis of the filtered time signal. An improved Kurtogram method using wavelet packet transform as the filter is proposed in [12] to promote the ability of kurtogram in extracting transient impulsive characteristics and identifying machinery faults. An enhanced Kurtogram method is proposed by Wang [13] which selects the proper frequency band based on the envelope of the components extracted from wavelet packet nodes at different depths. Wang proposed sparsogram method in which the suitable demodulation band is selected by the largest sparsity value of the wavelet packet coefficients at different decomposition depths [14] . Infogram is proposed to consider the impulsive and cyclostationary characteristics jointly. The spectral negentropy of the SE and SES is used to capture the signature of repetitive transients in both time and frequency domains [15] . The recent research developments related to spectral kurtosis are reviewed and summarized in [16] .However, spectral kurtosis is a monotonically increasing function of the maximum of squared envelope which indicate that spectral kurtosis and other statistical indicators are vulnerable to outliers [17] .
Adaptive segmentation is another way to divide the spectrum into several parts with adaptive length based on the information which contained in different modes of vibration signals. The most well-known adaptive methods are empirical mode decomposition (EMD) and its variants.Proposed by Huang in 1998 [18] , EMD can decompose a complex signal into a series of Intrinsic Mode Functions (IMFs), whose frequencies range from high to low amplitude [19] . The IMFs represent different oscillatory modes contained in the original signal and behave as basis functions which are determined by the processed signal itself, rather than the priori defined kernels derived from the inner product transformation [20] . EMD can be regarded as an adaptive band-pass filters [21] and it has been widely used in the vibration signal processing for bearing fault diagnosis in the past decade due to its adaptability and simplicity. However, the main drawbacks of the EMD approach are the lack of mathematical theory and the problem of mode mixing.
Inspired by the methodology of EMD and wavelet transform, Gilles proposed a new method called empirical wavelet transform (EWT) which constructs a wavelets family adapted to the processed signal [31] . The EWT method separates the signal into AM-FM components by detecting different support of Fourier spectrum. Mode decomposition is equivalent to segmenting the Fourier spectrum and applying band-pass filtering to each detected support. EWT is proposed under the framework of wavelet transform with a solid mathematical foundation, and thus, it can avoid the endpoint effect and mode mixing in EMD [22] . Cao applied the EWT method to analyze the vibration signal of wheel bearings [23] . Chen [24] used the EWT method to conduct Generator bearing fault diagnosis for wind turbine.
However, EWT decomposes the signal relying on the local maxima of the amplitudes of the Fourier spectrum, which is highly susceptible to other components such as gears and sometimes can not detect the bearing fault characteristic frequencies located in the kHz range. A number of improved methods have been proposed to improve the ability of EWT in bearing fault diagnosis.Pan proposed modified EWT (MEWT) method for mechanical fault diagnosis, in which the envelope spectrum similarity is used to merge mono-components and obtain empirical modes [25] . An enhanced empirical wavelet transform method is proposed in [20] to modify the segmentation algorithm by adopting the envelope approach based on the order statistics filter. Wang proposed sparsity guided empirical wavelet transform to automatically detect Fourier boundaries based on the sparseness of each spectrum segment [5] .A new approach integrating Fractional Fourier Transform (FrFT) and EWT is proposed in [22] and named as Fractional Empirical Wavelet Transform (FrEWT), which constructs a wavelet filter bank in fractional Fourier domain to extract the fault feature components of rotor startup vibration signals. In [26] , an adaptive fault detection approach named as PEWT is proposed, which decomposes the vibration signal into a series of empirical modes with the aid of scale space method. An IEWT strategy is proposed in [27] to overcome the shortcomings of the traditional EWT, which uses CSA to detect the boundaries of the support interval and construct the empirical wavelet. Xu proposed an adaptive and fast empirical wavelet transform method called AFEWT [28] , in which the trend spectrum is constructed based on the first feature cluster in Fourier transform and is used to detect the boundaries. EWT for the extraction of bearing fault features is formulated as a constrained optimization problem in [29] , and segmentation fragments in empirical wavelet transform are optimized to maximize bearing fault signatures in squared envelope spectra. In general, these methods seldom consider the segmentation problem from the perspective of spectrum energy distribution. Therefore, a improved method called frequency phase space empirical wavelet transform (FPSEWT)is proposed in this paper, which uses Teager energy distribution of frequency phase space as a reference to segment the Fourier spectrum. However, FPSEWT method is unable to segment the spectrum accurately, which lead to some noise in the sensitive subcomponent. Thus, the boundaries of sensitive component need to be optimized.
In the nature, many species of living beings benefit from the collective problem-solving ability of groups [30] . As a swarm intelligence optimization algorithm, differential search (DS) algorithm is very flexible and stable with low complexity and fast convergence rate, which simulates the Brownian-like random-walk movement used by an organism to migrate [32] . Therefore, DS algorithm is applied to automatically discover the optimal boundaries of sensitive frequency band, aiming at determining the optimal frequency band in signal spectrum and improving the accuracy of bearing fault diagnosis.
To sum up, a new fault detection approach integrating FPSEWT and DS is proposed in this paper. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The basic concepts of EWT and DS are presented in Section 2. The methodology and detailed procedures of the proposed method are introduced in Section 3. In Section 4, a bearing fault signal is simulated to verify the effectiveness of the FPSEWT method. Section 5 applies the proposed method to analyze the experimental data collected from a two-stage gearbox. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 6.
II. RELATED WORK A. EMPIRICAL WAVELET TRANSFORM
EWT is an adaptive method proposed by J Gills to construct adaptive wavelets capable of extracting AM-FM components with compact support, which is equivalent to dividing the spectrum and conducting band-bass filtering based on detected boundaries [31] .
The Fourier support [0, π] is segmented into contiguous parts with the number of N and ω n is the boundaries of two adjacent segments. The portioning of the spectrum is illustrated in Fig. 1 where each segment is denoted as
Moreover, a transition phase T n = 2τ n is defined around each boundary ω n .
Once the spectrum is divided into several parts, the empirical scaling functionφ n and the empirical waveletsψ n are defined as band-pass filters by the expressions of (1) and (2), respectively.
and
where γ < min n
and the function β (x) is defined as,
In the same way as the classic wavelet transform, the detail coefficients are given by the inner products with the empirical wavelets,
and the approximation coefficients W f (0, t) by the inner product with the scaling function,
Consequently, the signal is decomposed into multiple sub-signals as follows,
and the separated component f k (t) is given as follows,
B. DIFFERENTIAL SEARCH ALGORITHM
Differential search algorithm is proposed by Pinar Civicioglu during his work on transformation between geocentric cartesian coordinates and geodetic coordinates. In DS algorithm, artificial-superorganism migrates to the global minimum value of the problem, and the artificial-superorganism tests whether some randomly selected positions are temporarily suitable during the migration [32] . Compared with some other computational-intelligence algorithms, the DS algorithm performs better both in terms of the global convergence and the convergence speed [33] . In DS algorithm, an artificial-superorganism S g is constructed by artificial-organisms(i.e., X i , i = {1, 2, 3, · · · , N } ), which contain members equal to the dimension of the optimization problem(i.e., x i,j , j = {1, 2, 3, · · · , D} ). Here, N denotes the number of elements in the superorganism and D indicates the size of the respective problem.
The initialization of artificial-superorganism x i,j is represented as follows,
where up and low denote the lower and upper bounds of the search space. In such case, the artificial-organisms are defined by X i = x i,j and the artificial-superorganism is represented by
Then a Brownian-like random walk model is applied to discover stopover site at the areas remaining between the artificial-organisms. Randomly selected elements of the artificial-organisms migrate towards the targets of donor = X random_shuffling(i) in order to determine the stopover sites.
In DS, a stopover site position is determined by using (10),
The scale value γ is generated by using a gamma-random number generator controlled by a uniform-random number generator working in the range of [0, 1] .
Once the individuals find a more fertility than the sources owned by the artificial-organism, the artificial superorganism moves towards to the new stopover site.
Based on the fitness value of the organism, the selection strategy in DS can be presented by the following formula [34] , [35] ,
where fit(S) and fit(S * ) denote the fitness value of the stopover and the current best optimum respectively.
III. PROPOSED METHOD
The key idea of EWT is to construct a wavelet filter bank on Fourier supports formed by the information contained in spectrum of processed signal [31] , which is equivalent to building band pass filters. How to determine the boundary of each filter is the most important step which provides the adaptability of the EWT method [31] . In [31] , the local maxima in the spectrum is detected first and the intermediate frequencies between two adjacent local maxima is set as the boundaries of different modes, which is effective in analyzing the signal with relatively well separated frequencies [20] .
However, the rolling element bearing is not the only component with a mechanical structure. For example the shafts and gears are also the core elements at the power transmission chain of rotating machinery [36] . Thus, when vibration signals are analyzed some local maxima generated by noise and interference of components may appear, making the boundary concentrate on low frequency area. This segmentation method may lead to an improper segmentation and the mode related to bearing resonance frequency band can not be separated from the original signals.
To avoid the aforementioned drawback of the EWT method, a new strategy for spectrum segmentation is presented in this section. The proposed method focuses on the energy distribution of different spectrum parts when detecting the frequency boundaries. The spectrum is equally segmented based on the principle of phase space and the maximum Teager energy of each portions is adopted as a reference to divide the Fourier spectrum.
Phase space has been developed to process non-linear and non-stationary signals by representing the topological structure of the signal with the aid of Hankel matrix [37] , [38] . Various bearing fault diagnosis methods based on phase space and Hankle matrix have been proposed.
Ma [19] proposed phase space ensemble empirical mode decomposition method which integrated phase space reconstruction and manifold learning to avoid the drawbacks of EMD in the extraction of the mixing features from the vibration signals. Zhao [39] proposed a reweighted Singular value decomposition strategy to de-noise signal and enhance weak feature, in which the periodic modulation intensity index measures the weight of each singular components to achieve a better noise reduction effect.
In order to extract the topological information of non-stationary vibration signals, the Hankel matrix H x can be formed as follows,
where l ≥ 2, m ≥ 2, and l + m − 1 = N denotes the length of the time series. The phase space is extended to frequency domain in this paper, and the Fourier support of the processed signal is transformed to Hankel matrix H f which is equivalent to dividing the spectrum into isometric portions,
Elements at the beginning and ending of each column can be seen as the boundary of corresponding portions,
Then, a set of filters are constructed based on each Fourier support n and the isometric components S contained in corresponding spectrum segment are extracted by band-pass filtering,
Teager Energy Operator (TEO) was proposed by H.M. Teager during his work on speech signal processing [40] . VOLUME 7, 2019 TEO can be applied to measure the energy of mechanical system which generates a single time-varying signal. The essence of TEO is the square product of instantaneous amplitude and frequency of vibration signal, which enables it to efficiently enhance the transient impulsive characteristics in bearing fault diagnosis [41] . In this paper TEO is used to analyze and track the energy of isometric components,
The maximum Teager energy of each isometric support n is utilized to represent the variation trend of the spectrum,
Compared with the original distribution of the spectrum, the maximum Teager energy distribution can avoid the influences of noisy and interference components.
The vibration signal is then decomposed into a set of subcomponents using EWT with the boundaries determined by Teager energy distribution e n ,
The procedures of FPSEWT are as follows and the flowchart is shown in Fig. 2, 1. The spectrum of the processed signal is obtained by FFT algorithm.
2. Fourier support of the spectrum is segmented into parts in frequency phase space, and thus, the isometric segment can be obtained.
3. The isometric components contained in corresponding spectrum segment is extracted by band-pass filtering.
4. The maximum Teager energy distribution of each isometric component is calculated to determine the boundaries.
5 The empirical wavelets are constructed and the signal is decomposed into different modes.
After processed by FPSEWT, the vibration signal is decomposed into a set of subcomponents. An indicator should be constructed to choose a sensitive subcomponent related to the fault frequency band. Furthermore, the FPSEWT method is unable to accurately segment the spectrum, which lead to some noise in the sensitive subcomponent [42] . A new synergistic approach of FPSEWT and DS is proposed in this subsection, aiming at identifying the optimal segment in signal spectrum and improving the accuracy of bearing fault diagnosis.
The flowchart of the proposed synergistic approach is shown in Fig. 3 . The approach consists of four steps, 1.Signal decomposition. The proposed FPSEWT method is applied to decompose the vibration signal into a series of subcomponents 2. Sensitive component selection Fault feature ratio(FFR) R f is used as a quantitative index to select an appropriate component for bearing fault diagnosis [43] . A big value of FFR indicates that prolific periodical impact information is contained in the selected component. The fault feature ratio R f is defined as follows,
where f is the fault characteristic frequency, S is the total amplitudes of the envelope spectrum, and S(kf ) are the envelope spectrum amplitudes corresponding to the different order of fault characteristic frequency respectively. The frequency band corresponding to the selected sensitive component is s = [ω low , ω up ],where ω low and ω up denote the left and right boundaries of the frequency band respectively.
3. Frequency band optimization with DS algorithm DS algorithm is used to search for the optimal right and left boundaries of sensitive frequency band automatically, FFR is taken as fitness value of each iteration. The procedures of Frequency band optimization are as follows, (1) The size of the population and the number of maximum generation are selected.
(2) Initial solutions are randomly generated by using (9) with the constraints of sensitive frequency band and the fitness values of initial positions is calculated.
(3) Stopover site positions of each artificial-organism are produced by using (10) and the fitness values of stopover site positions is computed.
(4) The fitness values of stopover sites with current positions are compare to update the position of each member. (5) Steps (3) and (4) are circulated until the number of maximum generation is achieved.
4. Fault diagnosis based on optimal frequency band The demodulation of signals based on optimal frequency band is applied to identify the fault of rolling element bearings.
IV. SIMULATION VERIFICATION
A simulated vibration signal is constructed to verify the effectiveness of the proposed FPSEWT method. The simulated signal x (t) consists of gear mesh component x g (t), bearing fault component x b (t) and noise component ε,
Each component is modeled as follows, where the rotor speed f r is set as 80Hz,fault characteristic frequency f p is set as 50Hz,resonance frequency f n of bearing component is set as 8kHz, damping ratio ζ is set as 0.01 and tooth number Z is set as 30. White Gaussian noise with SNR5dB is added to the simulated signal. The sampling frequency is 20480 Hz and the analysis data length is 20480 points.
The time waveform of the simulated signal x(t) is shown in Fig. 4 , in which the periodic impulsive is masked by undesirable components and noise.
Fourier spectrum of x(t) are shown in Fig. 5 , the gear vibration component and bearing vibration component can be easily found around 2400Hz,4800Hz and 8000Hz of the spectrum.
The amplitude of the resonance frequency band is smaller than that of the gear vibration components, and the sideband of gear vibration components will influence the segmentation when detecting the boundary based on the EWT method, which will be demonstrated later in this section.
The proposed FPSEWT method is used to process the simulated signal, Fourier support of the spectrum is segmented into 100 parts in frequency phase space and the maximum Teager energy distribution of each isometric component is shown in Fig.6 .
Three local maximum corresponding to gear vibration component and bearing vibration component can be obviously found in the Teager energy distribution. Hence the mode number is set as 3 and the local minimum frequencies between two adjacent local maxima are set as the boundaries of different modes. Fig. 7 illustrates the segment result, and the boundaries B= [2815Hz, 7321Hz] of three modes are detected adaptively based on the Teager energy distribution.
The empirical wavelets are constructed based on the corresponding support interval and decompose the signal into 3 parts. The frequency spectrum of decomposed modes are illustrated in Fig. 8 . The simulated signal is divided into three frequency bands, with the gear vibration component and bearing vibration component being separated into different modes, which proves the effectiveness of the proposed method.
The FFR is used as a quantitative index to select an appropriate component for further analysis. The FFR index of each component is calculated and displayed in Fig. 9 , where the FFR of the third component is bigger than other components.
Therefore, the envelope spectrum of IMF3 is calculated and the result is depicted in Fig. 10 . The fault frequency f p = 50Hz and its harmonics can be easily found in the envelope spectrum.
For comparison, the same signal is processed using the EWT method, the spectrum of simulated signal along with the detected boundaries by EWT is display in Fig. 11 .It can be seen that the boundaries are located around the side band of gear vibration component and cannot separate the bearing component from the signal. Envelope spectrum of IMF3 is calculated and the result is displayed in Fig. 12 , where the frequency distribution is complicated and fault frequency is buried in strong noise. The segmentation strategy of the EWT method is highly susceptible to other components which can lead to an improper segmentation in many cases. The simulated signal analysis results verify the effectiveness of the presented method in overcoming the drawback of EWT and detecting the fault characteristics of rolling elements bearing.
V. EXPERIMENT DATA ANALYSIS
In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, an experimental test is carried out on a Wind Turbine Drive train Diagnostic Simulator (WTDS) platform designed by Spectra Quest Company. As shown in Fig. 13 , the platform consists of a 3hp driving motor, a two-stage gearbox, a planetary gear box and a magnetic brake. A roller element bearing with an outer race defect is installed at the input shaft of the gear box. The bearing is manufactured by MB, and the Ball Pass Frequency on Outer race(BPFO) of the bearing is 3.5 times of the shaft rotation frequency.
The speed of DC motor is set as 1500 rpm. Hence, the rotation frequency of the input shaft is 25 Hz and the outer raceway defect characteristic frequency of the faulty bearing is about 85 Hz. The vibration signal of the gearbox is collected by a BK accelerometer with sensibility of 10.23mv/g. A signal acquisition card DT9837 is used to obtain the vibration signal. The sampling frequency is 20480 Hz and sampling number is 20480 points. The time domain waveform of the vibration signal is shown in Fig. 14 , where no obvious impulses can be observed. The periodic impulse of the faulty bearing is buried by the rotating of shaft and meshing of two gear pairs.
The spectrum of the vibration signal is shown in Fig. 15 , in which the frequency distribution of the actual vibration signal is more complex than that of the simulation signal for the intricate dynamic characteristics of mechanical systems. Moreover, the amplitude of low frequency area is obviously larger than that of high frequency area, which means that the boundary detection strategy based on the EWT method makes the boundaries concentrated on the low frequency area, and thus cannot find the proper mode to extract the fault feature of bearing.
The proposed FPSEWT method is applied to the vibration signal, and the Fourier support of the spectrum is segmented into 100 parts with equidistance in frequency phase space to ensure that these isometric segments can reveal the fault feature of bearings.
The maximum Teager energy distribution of each isometric component is displayed in Fig. 16 , in which six local maximum can be obviously observed.
Hence the mode number is set as six and local minimum frequencies between two adjacent local maxima are set as the boundaries of different modes. Six Fourier segments are automatically determined based on the Teager energy distribution and the boundaries of each component in frequency domain are shown in Fig. 17 along with the spectrum of the vibration signal. The filtering results both in the time-domain and the frequency-domain are plotted in Fig. 18 .
It can be observed that each decomposed mode has a compact Fourier support and the six main components existing in the vibration signal can be extracted independently with FPSEWT.
A big value of FFR indicates that plenty of fault information is contained in the corresponding component. The FFR values of six component are displayed in Fig. 19 . The IMF6 possess the largest FFR value and is identified as The envelope spectrum of IMF6 is calculated and the result is depicted in Fig. 20 , in which the outer race fault charateristic frequency and its harmonics can be obviously observered. In order to verify the superiority of FPSEWT, the EWT method is applied to process the same vibration signal, the detected boundaries by EWT is display in Fig. 21 .
It can be seen that the boundaries is mainly distributed in the low frequency domain and cannot separate the resonance band from the spectrum. The envelope spectrum of IMF6 is calculated and the result is displayed in Fig. 22 , where the frequency distribution is complicated and fault frequency can not be observed.
In order to illustrate the advantage of the proposed method further, the EMD method is used to process the same vibration signal, the IMFs decomposed by EMD are displayed in Fig.23 .
The FFR values of ten IMFs are displayed in Fig.24 . The IMF8 possess the largest FFR value and the envelope spectrum of IMF8 is depicted in Fig.25 , in which the outer race fault characteristic frequency 78Hz and its harmonics can not be observed.
The Fourier support s = [ω low , ω up ] corresponding to the selected sensitive component is set as the sensitive frequency band, and then the DS algorithm is used to automatically search for the optimal right and left boundary of sensitive frequency band, the size of the population N and number of maximum generation G are both set as 100.
It can be seen in Fig. 26 that the DS converges to the maximum FFR value after only 20 iterations and the optimal boundary is automatically determined. Then the wavelet function is adaptively designed to extract the fault feature of bearings.
The separated component using DS is shown in Fig. 27 , which reflects more prominent impact appearance compared VOLUME 7, 2019 with the sensitive component.It can be seen in Fig. 28 that The FFR values of sensitive components increased from 8.08% to 18.67%, which indicate that the proposed method can successfully extract fault symptoms of rolling element bearings.
The analysis result shows that the boundaries detected by EWT are obviously erroneous, and FPSEWT could segment the spectrum in a proper way to get the component containing the periodic impulses. Therefore, the proposed FPSEWT method perform better than EWT in detecting faults of rolling element bearings. Furthermore, the optimal frequency band detected by DS algorithm revel more apparent fault characteristics.
VI. CONCLUSION
To overcome the drawbacks of the EWT method, this paper presents an improved method called FPSEWT, which adopts the maximum Teager energy distribution of each portions as a reference to determine the boundaries. After processed by FPSEWT, the vibration signal is decomposed into a set of subcomponents, and the FFR index is applied to select the sensitive component containing the most abundant fault information. Moreover, the DS algorithm is used to find the optimal segment of sensitive component, which can eliminate in-band noise and improve the accuracy of bearing fault diagnosis. The validity and feasibility of the proposed approach are verified by simulation and experimental signal analysis, and the signal processing results prove that the proposed method is effective in the diagnosis of typical faults of rolling element bearings and performs better than the EWT method.
The main advantages of this method are as follows. Firstly, FPSEWT consider the segmentation problem from the perspective of spectrum energy distribution and frequency phase space, which construct a solid theoretical foundation for the signal decomposition. Secondly, FPSEWT is able to separate dominant modes from noise and interference component. So it is very suitable to analyze the vibration signal of complex mechanical system in which the rolling element bearing is not the only core part. Thirdly, the DS algorithm could accurately detect the optimal frequency band which revel more apparent fault characteristics.
In the future, more research will be focused on the improvement of the proposed method to analyze the vibration signals of bearings with compound faults or under variable speed conditions.
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